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Abstract

Time-frequency (TF) representations in audio synthesis have been increasingly modeled with real-valued networks. However, overlooking the complex-valued nature of TF representations can result in suboptimal performance and require additional modules (e.g., for modeling the phase). To this end, we introduce complex-valued polynomial networks, called APOLLO, that integrate such complex-valued representations in a natural way. Concretely, APOLLO captures high-order correlations of the input elements using high-order tensors as scaling parameters. By leveraging standard tensor decompositions, we derive different architectures and enable modeling richer correlations. We outline such architectures and showcase their performance in audio generation across four benchmarks. As a highlight, APOLLO results in 17.5% improvement over adversarial methods and 8.2% over the state-of-the-art diffusion models on SC09 dataset in audio generation. Our models can encourage the systematic design of other efficient architectures on complex field.

1. Introduction

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) enable photorealistic synthesis in image-related tasks [15; 27; 31; 2; 6]. Their stellar performance has prompted their use in unconditional audio synthesis, which aims to synthesize consistent utterances from noise [9; 11; 39; 45]. However, the human perception is sensitive to both global and local coherence of the waveform [11], which makes audio synthesis an inherently challenging task. We argue that the design choices, i.e., the audio representations and the network architecture, hold a key role in successful audio synthesis.

Raw waveform is primarily used for unconditional speech generation [9] while most recent studies focus on TF representation due to its theoretical expressivity and increased performance [11; 39; 45; 21]. In the TF representation, raw waveform is usually transformed through the Short-time Fourier transform (STFT) to frequency domain, which is expressed with complex numbers. To avoid using complex numbers often the phase information is discarded and only the magnitude is maintained in networks [39; 21; 45], which deteriorates the performance and phase coherence [11]. Importantly, without phase information, the TF representation is not invertible. This raises the question: How can we explicitly model the complex-valued TF representation?

Even though the complex-valued TF representation can be expressed by real-valued numbers and processed in real-valued neural network with two-channel outputs, a more natural representation is to design complex-valued neural network (CVNN). While CVNN has demonstrated higher generalization ability and richer capacity [25; 59; 3; 69], it has yet to demonstrate state-of-the-art performance on audio generation. On the other hand, recent theoretical advances [29; 12] prove that models with second-degree polynomials enlarge the set of functions that can be represented exactly with zero error. Polynomial nets have demonstrated flexibility and efficiency over standard neural networks in various tasks e.g., image generation [31; 6], image recognition [65], reinforcement learning [29], and sequence modeling [56]. This motivates us to design a class of polynomial nets, called APOLLO, that extracts complex-valued representations for audio generation. APOLLO expresses a complex-valued output as a high-degree polynomial expansion of the complex-valued input, as illustrated in Figure 1. Overall, our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We introduce a new class of complex-valued polynomial nets and reveal how different architectures can be obtained by changing the factorization of the unknown parameters in the polynomial expansion.
- We conduct a thorough evaluation on audio generation and showcase the advantage of APOLLO when compared with the prior art.
- APOLLO is extended in case of multiple inputs and utilized in conditional generation. Additionally, we investigate the efficacy of learning shared representations on multimodal generation (image-to-speech).

Due to the restricted space, we include the related work in Appendix A.
2. Methods

Notation Real-valued vectors/matrices/tensors are symbolized by lowercase/uppercase/calligraphic boldface letters, e.g., \( y, Y, \mathbf{Y} \). All complex-valued variables are symbolized with wide tilde, e.g., \( \tilde{y}, \tilde{Y}, \mathbf{Y} \). We denote by * the Hadamard product.

2.1. Complex-valued polynomial networks

According to Mergelyan’s Theorem \([52]\), any smooth complex-valued function could be approximated by a polynomial. Our goal is to learn an \( N^{th} \) degree polynomial expansion with respect to the input \( \tilde{x} \in \mathbb{C}^d \) with an \( o \)-dimensional output \( \tilde{y} \) based on the recursive form:

\[
\tilde{y}_n = (E_{[n]}^T \tilde{x} + \rho_{[n]}) \ast (F_{[n]}^T \tilde{y}_{n-1} + b_{[n]}) + \tilde{y}_{n-1}, \quad (1)
\]

for \( n = 2, \ldots, N \) with \( \tilde{y}_1 = (E_{[1]}^T \tilde{x} + [b_{[1]}]) \) and \( \tilde{y} = \tilde{H} \tilde{y}_N + \tilde{h} \), where \( \tilde{H} \in \mathbb{C}^{o \times k} \), \( \tilde{h} \in \mathbb{C}^o \), \( E_{[n]} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times k} \), \( F_{[n]} \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times k} \), \( b_{[n]} \in \mathbb{R}^k \), \( \rho_{[n]} \in \mathbb{R}^k \). Note that all learnable parameters in all degrees are real-valued except in the highest degree. Apart from the aforementioned models, we can also design several models based on different decomposition or the field (\( \mathbb{R} \) or \( \mathbb{C} \)) of the parameters, we defer these models to Appendix C for completion.

2.2. Conditional complex-valued polynomial networks

The aforementioned polynomial expansions rely on a single input variable, however often there are additional variables available, e.g., class-label information. In this case, we can design polynomial expansions from multiple input variables. Motivated by the real-valued multivariate analysis \([6]\), we focus on the case of two complex-valued inputs \( \tilde{x} \in \mathbb{C}^d \) and \( \tilde{\psi} \in \mathbb{C}^d \). Our goal turns to learn an \( N^{th} \) degree polynomial expansion with an \( o \)-dimensional output \( \tilde{y} \) with two inputs based on the following recursive relationship:

\[
\tilde{y}_n = (U_{[n], I}^T \tilde{x} + U_{[n], II}^T \tilde{\psi}) \ast \tilde{y}_{n-1} + \tilde{y}_{n-1} \quad (2)
\]

for \( n = 2, \ldots, N \) with \( \tilde{y}_1 = U_{[1], I}^T \tilde{x} + U_{[1], II}^T \tilde{\psi} \) and \( \tilde{y} = \tilde{H} \tilde{y}_N + \tilde{h} \), where \( U_{[n], I} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times k} \), \( U_{[n], II} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times k} \). Note that other decompositions discussed in Appendix C can also be used.

2.3. Adversarial audio generation

In the majority of our experimental validation we use GANs, where APOLLO is chosen as the generator while the discriminator is a standard ResNet. Wasserstein loss with gradient penalty is used as the criterion of GAN due to its stability and robustness \([18]\). On unconditional audio generation, we implement the generator using single-variable models, e.g., Equation (1). The generator receives a complex-valued noise and outputs the representation of audio in the frequency domain, as illustrated in Figure 1. Given an audio clip, we apply STFT and truncate the Nyquist bin to obtain the complex-valued representation. In view of previous work that models the spectrum in log-scale to facilitate training, we take the square root of the absolute value of the real (and imaginary) part of the STFT and keep its sign.

When class label is available, i.e., given a noise vector \( \tilde{x} \in \mathbb{C}^d \) and one-hot label vector \( \tilde{\psi} \in \mathbb{C}^d \) with zero imaginary part, we can implement the generator based on Equation (2), as depicted in Figure 5 of the appendix.

Previous methods focus exclusively on a single modality, i.e., audio. However, as humans we perceive information using varying sources from the real-world. To this end, we extend our APOLLO to multimodal generation (Image-to-audio). A schematic of the generator is visually depicted in Figure 2. Specifically, we first use two low-degree APOLLOs for the random noise and the image, respectively. A high-degree conditional APOLLO is utilized to capture the
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Table 1. Comparison with adversarial methods on unconditional generation. Higher IS (lower FID, NDB, JSD) indicates better performance. The symbol ‘# par’ abbreviates the number of parameters (in millions). APOLLO improves upon all the baselines in all metrics. Moreover, APOLLO-Small achieves similar performance with the baselines while reducing parameters by more than 87%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>IS (↑)</th>
<th>FID (↓)</th>
<th>NDB (↓)</th>
<th>JSD (↓)</th>
<th># par (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real data</td>
<td>8.01</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaveGAN [9]</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpecGAN [9]</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiFGAN [39]</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>26.70</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>42.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mel-Spec GAN [19]</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BigGAN [21]</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>24.72</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-Nets [7]</td>
<td>6.59</td>
<td>13.01</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>45.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APOLLO, Small</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>18.90</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APOLLO</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>64.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

correlations between the outputs of these two low-degree APOLLOs and generate the complex-valued representation of audio.

Difference from II-Nets: APOLLO differs substantially from II-Nets in: a) The new decomposition that yield Equation (1) is designed for reducing the number of parameters when extending to complex field and increasing the expressivity with the new bias term. b) We design architectures and technique for audio generation in Section 2.3 while II-Nets is mostly focused on image-related tasks. c) II-Nets have been used for a single variable input, while we also demonstrate experiments with two variables. e.g., conditional generation and multi-modal generation. Further discussion can be found in Appendix C.3.

3. Experiments

We conduct a series of experiments on audio generation to evaluate our framework from Section 3.1 to 3.4. Further details on the dataset, evaluation metrics, and experimental setup are offered in Appendix E.

3.1. Comparison against adversarial-based models

Unconditional audio generation. Firstly, we evaluate APOLLO on unconditional audio generation on three datasets used in Donahue et al. [9]: Speech Commands Zero Through Nine (SC09), Piano, Drum. The log spectrums of audios synthesized by our model are presented in Figure 3. Quantitative evaluations on SC09 dataset are reported in Table 1. APOLLO improves largely upon all the baselines in Inception Score (IS) [53], Frechet Inception Distance (FID) [24], Number of Statistically-Different Bins (NDB), and Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) [50]. The corresponding ‘Small’ model performs similarly to the baselines while reducing parameters by more than 87%. The improvement in Piano dataset is presented in Table 2.

Conditional audio generation. Next, we examine APOLLO in conditional audio generation on SC09 dataset and NSynth dataset [10]. The results in Table 3 demonstrate the improvement over conditional BigGAN [21] and conditional Mel-Spec GAN [19] on SC09 dataset. The result on NSynth dataset are presented in Table 4. APOLLO improves upon GANSynth [11] in terms of FID, NDB, and JSD. It is rather remarkable that GANSynth is trained with a batch size of 8 with 11 millions samples as reported in Engel et al. [11] while APOLLO is trained with the same batch size with only 0.48 millions samples. Furthermore, APOLLO has 24% fewer parameters than GANSynth.
Table 3. Quantitative evaluation on conditional audio generation. APOLLO improves upon baselines by a considerable margin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>IS (↑)</th>
<th>FID (↓)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real data</td>
<td>8.01</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BigGAN</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>24.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mel-Spec GAN</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APOLLO</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>6.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Comparison against non-adversarial models

Previously, we have shown the comparison between our APOLLO and other adversarial-based models with TF representation and have exhibited the excellent performance of APOLLO. As a compensation, we compare APOLLO with non-adversarial models using waveform representation, e.g., SampleRNN [40], WaveNet [43], DiffWave [35], SASHIMI [14]. This experiment of unconditional generation is conducted on SC09 dataset. Details on the dataset splitting and evaluation metrics e.g., Modified Inception Score [20], AM Score [71], Inception Score (IS) [53], Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [24] are the same as in Goel et al. [14]. The results in Table 7 (appendix) show that APOLLO outperforms the baselines by a large margin.

Table 4. Quantitative evaluation on Nsynth. ‘#sam’ abbreviates the total number of samples used during training (in millions). APOLLO improves upon GANSynth significantly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>FID (↓)</th>
<th>NDB (↑)</th>
<th>IS (↑)</th>
<th>#sam (M)</th>
<th># par (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real data</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GANSynth</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>30.20</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APOLLO</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>27.40</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Multimodal generation: Image-to-speech

In this section, we access APOLLO in multimodal generation. We select SC09 as a source of digit audios and MNIST dataset [36] as a source of digit images. The results in Table 5 indicate that the best model achieves 72% accuracy. This experiment is more challenging than the corresponding class-conditional generation, owing to the different modality of the input-output pair, instead of the clean one-hot labels provided in the class-conditional generation. That explains the decrease in the score.

Table 5. Quantitative evaluation on Image-to-speech generation on MNIST-SC09 dataset. ‘#acc’ abbreviates the categorical accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>IS (↑)</th>
<th>FID (↓)</th>
<th>#acc (↑)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real data</td>
<td>8.01</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APOLLO, Small</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APOLLO</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Further analysis

We conduct further studies and comparisons on models trained on SC09 for unconditional generation.

Inference speed. The comparison of inference speed can be found in Appendix G.1. Even though APOLLO can directly output the STFT without phase reconstruction, APOLLO has an augmented inference time due to the complex operations, e.g., complex multiplication. A future step for our model would be to further accelerate the complex multiplications, e.g., by implementing them directly in BLAS, instead of the high-level python operations.

Human study. We invite volunteers to assign an ordinal-scale score (1 to 5) to each audio clip based on the sound quality and perception. The qualitative results are summarized in Appendix G.2. Our model obtains the highest Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [49] with respect to the prior art.

Ablation study. A thorough self-evaluation, e.g. interpolation of the inputs or empirical comparison of between different derivations, is deferred to Appendix F.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we propose APOLLO, a high degree complex-valued polynomial expansion for audio generation. To validate the architectures, we conduct thorough experiments in audio generation. APOLLO outperforms all the prior art by a large margin demonstrating the expressivity of the proposed complex-valued polynomial expansions. We believe this class of functions will be beneficial for synthesizing long audio tracks in the future. Furthermore, our experiments on conditional generation highlight the efficacy of APOLLO on multimodal generation, where the extension to large-scale models, e.g., realistic text-to-speech translation, can be an interesting application for future work.
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